Fact Sheet

Law Enforcement

Full domain awareness and incident management – in the command
center or the palm of your hand

Monitor, report, alert and respond to incidents from a single unified environment
Police chiefs, commanders and officers rely on Haystax applications every day for an array of tasks from
routine intelligence and operations to major incident responses.

Respond with confidence
Be fully prepared for any crime or emergency by having a
continuously updated picture of incidents and emerging threats,
plus precisely located views of important facilities, vehicles and
people. Integrate your existing data like CAD calls, video and ALPR
hits. Conduct threat and vulnerability assessments in advance, and
maintain in one place all floor plans, emergency plans, photos and
key contact information. The Haystax law enforcement solution
delivers the ground intelligence you need, when you need it.

Fully control your entire chain of command
Everyone from leadership to tactical teams has visibility into the
system. Commanders can take their ops center with them through
our mobile app, getting an instant view of their area of responsibility
even while in the field. Officers and intel teams act as sensors by
submitting incident alerts and status updates from their mobile
devices, and ops center staff can see their exact locations through
our blue-force tracking capabilities. The responsive command and
control you’ve always wanted is available today.

Expand your digital intelligence network
Instant data availability is key in a crisis. So why rely on radios, paper
maps and field interview cards for situational awareness when you can
have all of that data digitally at your fingertips? Combine suspicious
activity and field interview reports, threatening social media feeds,
sensor data, scheduled events, crime stats, traffic and weather data and
much more on your own custom map or timeline feed, filtered so that
you see all the key signals – with none of the noise.
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Customer Success Stories
Indianapolis maintains operational awareness and rapid response
capabilities 24/7

The Indianapolis Department of Homeland Security started using
the Haystax platform in February 2012 as a security monitoring
tool and incident response environment for Super Bowl XLVI.
Since that successful deployment, Indy DHS has expanded its
use of the Haystax system for a variety of additional special
events such as the annual Indianapolis 500 auto race as well as
routine patrol operations and critical incident responses. The Indy
deployment demonstrates the power of having a detailed asset
catalog pre-loaded into the system and ready for use by SWAT
and other teams during crimes and other emergencies. In addition,
the department has shared emergency dispatch information with
and completed safety assessments for numerous schools in a
multi-county area surrounding Indianapolis. This has provided
the department with greater visibility into serious threats and
vulnerabilities at schools while providing school principals with
greater awareness of crimes taking place in areas surrounding
their campuses. The Indy Haystax deployment showcases multijurisdictional information sharing, major event management and
rapid incident response at their most effective.

Key Benefits
Domain awareness
See crime data in context,
on a map or in a timeline

Rapid insights
Empowers commanders
with actionable information

Mobile
Field teams become sensors, for
improved ground intelligence

Cost-effective
Rapid deployment and user
training, and lower operating costs

Get started with a free trial
The best way to get to know our law enforcement solution is to get your hands on the actual product –
register for your free trial now at www.haystax.com/products/law-enforcement/.
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